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PRODUCTS CONFORMING TO RoHS DIRECTIVE 
 
Following products described in this manual are products conforming to RoHS directive. 
 
•MCP-300 Master Control Panel 
 
Products conforming to RoHS directive include products that do not contain specified hazardous 
substances such as lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated biphenyl (PBB) 
and polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) in electrical and electronic equipment excluding following 
exemption applications based on the EU directive. 
 

The RoHS directive stands for “the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment” and is one of environmental directives in Europe. This directive 
restricts the use of specified hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. 
 

Followings applications are permitted as exemptions from RoHS directive compliance. 
1. Mercury in compact fluorescent lamps not exceeding 5mg per lamp 
2. Mercury in straight fluorescent lamps for general purposes not exceeding: 

· halophosphate 10mg 
· triphosphate with a normal lifetime 5mg 
· triphosphate with a long lifetime 8mg 

3. Mercury in straight fluorescent lamps for special purposes 
4. Mercury in other lamps not specifically mentioned in this Annex 
5. Lead in the glass of cathode ray tubes, electronic components and fluorescent tubes 
6. Lead as an alloying element in steel containing up to 0.35% lead by weight, aluminum containing 

up to 0.4% lead by weight and as a copper alloy containing up to 4% lead by weight 
7. Lead in following items 

· Lead in high melting temperature type solders (i.e. tin-lead solder alloys containing more 
than 85% lead) 

· Lead in solders for servers, storage and storage array systems 
· Lead in solders for network infrastructure equipment for switching, signaling, transmission 

as well as network management for telecommunication 
· Lead in electronic ceramic parts (e.g. piezoelectronic devices) 

8. Cadmium plating except for applications banned under Directive 91/338/EEC amending Directive 
76/769/EEC relating to restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and 
preparations 

9. Hexavalent chromium as an anti-corrosion of the carbon steel cooling system in absorption 
refrigerators 

10. Lead used in compliant pin connector systems 
11. Lead as a coating material for the thermal conduction module C-ring 
12. Lead and cadmium in optical and fi lter glass 
13. Lead in solders consisting of more than two elements for the connection between the pins and the 

package of microprocessors with a lead content of more than 80% and less than 85% by weight 
14. Lead in solders to complete a viable electrical connection between semiconductor die and carrier 

within integrated circuit Flip Chip packages 
15. Decabrominated diphenyl ether (Deca-BDE) in polymeric application
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MAINTENANCE OF PRODUCTS CONFORMING TO RoHS 
DIRECTIVE 
 
Work with care about followings for maintenance of products conforming to RoHS directive. 
 

· For products conforming to RoHS directive, the letter “E” is appended at the end of the serial 
number on the label. For models that the letter cannot be appended to the serial number, the letter 
“E” will be described in a distinguishable position on the label. A description example on a main 
label is shown below. 

 
· Print-circuit board of the products conforming to RoHS directive is manufactured by following 
methods. 

[1] Blue resist ink is used for the print-circuit board. (The color of conventional print-circuit board is 
green.) 
[2] Either one of the following marks is indicated by a serigraph or label. 

Since the melting point of lead-free solder used for the products conforming to RoHS directive is 20 
to 45 degrees Celsius higher than that of conventional solder with lead (Sn-Pb eutectic solder), a 
high temperature needs to be set to a soldering iron. Taking allowable temperature limit of the 
parts and stable work into consideration, use a soldering iron with excellent thermal recovery 
characteristics. 

· Recommended solder composition is “Sn/3.0Ag/0.5Cu” or equivalent. 
· Separate the soldering iron exclusively for RoHS products and the soldering iron for 

conventional use. 
· Set the temperature of the soldering bit to 350 to 370 degrees Celsius. 

The temperature may need to be adjusted according to the size of the copper foil land on the 
print-circuit board and the tip width of the soldering bit. 

· Finish by a lead-free solder looks dull or whitish compared to conventional solder with lead. 
 

Be sure to use parts conforming to RoHS directi

MCP-
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This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, 
against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This 
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case 
the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense. 
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void 
the user’s authority to operate the equipment. 
 
Use shielded cable except AC cable. 
This equipment doesn’t intend to use at residential areas, so that use in residential areas may cause 
interference. 
 
The Ethernet cable, please use a shielded cable alway



iv  SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

This manual describes the precautions using various pictorial symbols for you to use the product 
safely. Please read these precautions thoroughly before use. The symbols and meanings are as 
follows: 
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HOW TO READ THE OPERATION MANUAL 
 

This section explains general notes on reading the MCP-300 Operation Manual, and the 
symbols and notations used in this manual. 
 

 Notes on the Manual
 This manual is written for readers with a basic knowledge of handling a camera for 
broadcasting, CCU, MCP, etc. 

 The contents of this manual are subject to change without notice in the future. 
 

 Symbols
The symbols used in this manual are as follows: 
 

CAUTION: Things you have to be careful during operation. Please be sure to read. 

Note: Supplementary notes and reference information. 

Reference: Sections where related information is available. 

 
Notations
The following notations are used in this manual. 
 

This product, MCP Indicates a master control panel MCP-300 
Camera head Indicates a typical camera for broadcasting 
Camera "Camera" refers to camera head and BS/CCU. 
RE Rotary encoder 

 
Illustrations and displays

The illustration and displays in the text are provided for explanation and may be slightly 
different from the actual equipment or image. 
 

Related manuals 
Refer to the operation manuals and maintenance manuals accompanying the camera 
head, CCU, and each control panel to be used. 
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1. Overview 

1.1. Description 
The MCP-300 is a control panel typically shared between multiple cameras.  There are 
three methods for system connection: connected to a CSU using ICCP, connected to a CP 
hub using ARCNET, or connected to a commercially available network switch using an 
Ethernet LAN cable. 
 

1.2. Features 
Network compatible 
Besides control via conventional serial command, control via ARCNET network 
connection and Ethernet connection are also possible. 
A wide range of operational configurations including panel assignment are supported by 
establishing a network. 
A switch is used to set the communication mode. 

 
PoE+ compatible 
Since PoE+ (Power over Ethernet) is supported on the Ethernet connection, power can 
be supplied through a LAN cable (CAT5e or higher). 

 
7-inch color LCD with touch panel 
In addition to control equivalent to a conventional MCP (Maintenance Control Panel), 
more advanced settings are possible with the MCP-300 as a master control panel by 
operating the LCD screen. 
Also, the control panel is easy to use since you can optimize the menu items of the LCD 
screen. 

 
External power compatible 
Powering via the DC IN connector is available when the cable distance is long. 

 
User customization function 
The user can assign selected functions to four function switches. Also the user can custom 
assign the configuration to some of the LCD screens. 
 
Information monitor function (option) 
This option displays the diagnostic information of the cameras that are connected in network 
operation on an external monitor. 
The video output is an HD SDI signal in either 1080i or 720p (60Hz/50HZ). 
You can select external synchronization input (REF IN) or video input (HD SDI IN) at the 
time of order. If there is no input, the output is self-synchronized. 
(1) REF IN 

Supports TRI-SYNC and BBS, and phase adjustment is possible. 
 

(2) HD-SDI IN 
Displays an overlay of characters on the input video. The phase is output in the same 
phase as the input signal. Phase adjustment is also possible. 

 
Note: Connect an external power source when the optional information monitor 

function is equipped. 
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Reference: Please refer to "2.7. Connector Panel" for the position of SDI OUT connector. 
 
Optical Level 
The optical level between the BS/CCU and the camera head can be checked on the LCD 
screen or information monitor (option). 

 
Video format switching 
Changes the video format of the connected camera systems. 

 
Memo: Switches and functions of the MCP do not work if the connected camera 

system does not have the function. 
 
Reference: Please refer to the instruction manual of the camera for the operational 

functions. 
 
Note: Do not connect the MCP-300 directly to the command connector of a camera 

or BS/CCU because the power consumption is high. 
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1.3. External View 
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2. Name and Function of Each Part 

 

2.1. Camera Control Section 1 
Memory card slot 

A slot for a memory card (SD card) used to save and load data of the camera. When not using 
a memory card, put the cover over the slot to keep dust out. Do not remove the card when the 
access indicator is illuminated. Otherwise, data inside the card, as well as, data of the camera 
system may get damaged. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. WFM/PM Operation Section 
5. Iris / M. Ped Section 
6. Camera Select Section 

 

1. Camera Control Section 1 
2. LCD Operation Section 
3. Camera Control Section 2 
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Switches 
Switches are used to operate some camera functions. 
 

Switch name Description 
CAM PWR Turns on/off the power to the camera head. 
VF PWR Turns on/off the power of the view finder. 
CAP Turns on/off the CAP. 
BARS Turns on/off Color Bars. 
CAL Turns on/off the CAL signal. 
DTL Turns on/off DLT. 
MATRIX Turns on/off the Matrix. 
GAMMA Turns on/off the Gamma. 
BLK GAMMA Turns on/off the Black Gamma. 
KNEE Turns on/off the Knee. 
WHITE CLIP Turns on/off the White Clip. 
SHUTTER Turns on/off the Shutter. 
COLOR CORR. Turns on/off the Color Corrector. 
PM IND Switches the character displays of the PM output (from 

BS/CCU) 
AWB Runs the auto white balance. 
ABB Runs the auto black balance. 
Function User can set the operation. (F1 to F4) 
MENU Displays the menu. 

 

2.2. LCD Menu Operation Section 
LCD touch panel 
A panel with a combination of 7-inch LCD panel and touch switches. This panel combines 
a display function for displaying the camera status and the switch functions for operating 
the camera. Also this panel is used to operate various settings. 
Reference: Please refer to "3.1. Basic Configuration and Operation" for 

operation procedures. 
 
RE knob 
Rotary Encoders to adjust various functions displayed on the LCD panel. 

 
RE knob (with SW) 
Searches the adjustment items of the camera. Press the RE knob to display the search 
window. After searching and finding an item, press the RE knob again to display the 
specified adjustment item. 

 
Switches 
Switches are used to select the functions of the LCD panel. 

 
Switch name Description 
INFO Displays the information screen including on/off status of the 

camera, etc. 
STD Displays the screen to reset the camera status to standard. 
USER Displays the screen set by the user. 
FILE Displays the screen to perform the SD card operation. 
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STEUP Displays the screen to adjust the camera. 
MONI OUT Displays the screen to set and operate the optional video 

output board. 
MCP SET Displays the screen to setup the operation of the MCP. 

 

2.3. Camera Control Section 2 
Select PAGE  
The switches with up and down arrows can switch filters, etc. The user can custom set 
up to 5 pages of items to be operated. 
Press the PAGE switch to go to the next page. 

 
Reference: Please refer to "8.4.1. UP/DOWN SEL" for the setting of the operation 

items. 
 

Scene File  
Loads the scene files 1 to 8. Use the SHIFT switch to change the files between 1 to 4 and 
5 to 8. 

 
STORE  
Sets the scene files 1 to 8. Press the Scene File switch while the STORE switch is 
illuminated to set the number.  
If Direct Jump is assigned to F1 to F4, press the assigned F switch after the Store switch 
is illuminated. This will set the switch so that the currently displayed LCD screen will 
open when the switch is pressed. 
 

2.4. WFM/PM Operation Section 
Outputs “R”, “G”, “B”, “Y”, “ENC”,  and “-G” to the WFM output and PM output. When 
“SEQ” is selected, three waveforms, R, G, and B, are output only for the WFM output. To 
display three waveforms on the waveform monitor, you need to connect the WFM 
REMOTE connector of BS/CCU/CSU to the waveform monitor. 
 
If the MIX/SUP is set to "ON", the selected signal is output to the PM and WFM. If it is 
set to "OFF", only the signal from the last pressed channel is output to WFM. Note that 
this switch works only if the MCP is controlling a camera system with BS/CCU. When 
the camera head is not connected to a BS/CCU (during self-contain operation), this 
switch is "OFF". 
 

2.5. IRIS/M.PED Operation Section 
Operates IRIS and master pedestal. 
  
ENABLE switch 
Press the switch to adjust IRIS and Master PED. 

 
Master PED indicator 
Displays adjustment value of the master pedestal. 

Master PED knob 
Controls the master pedestal. (Operates when ENABLE is illuminated) 
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LENS indicator (top) 
Lights up when the extender of lens is turned on. 

 
DGTL indicator (bottom) 
Lights up when the digital extender of the camera is turned on. 

 
AUTO IRIS switch 
Sets the IRIS to Auto mode. (Operates when ENABLE is illuminated) 

 
IRIS indicator 
Displays the F stop of the lens.  
IRIS knob 
Operates the IRIS. In Auto IRIS, the control operates within a range of 1 stop. 

 
IRIS Memory switch (currently not supported) 
Loads the files 1 to 8. Use SHIFT switch to change the files between 1 to 4 and 5 to 8. 

 
STORE switch (currently not supported) 
Sets the files 1 to 8 in IRIS Memory. Press the IRIS Memory switch while the Store 
switch is illuminated to set the number.  

 
CALL switch 
Lights up R TALLY of the camera. Also lights up when the CALL switch is pressed. 

 

2.6. Camera Select Section 
The status of cameras is displayed in the vertical direction. While only the status of the 
selected camera is displayed using ICCP communication, the status of all cameras in a 
group is displayed using ARCNET or Ethernet. 

 
ALARM switch 
Flashes when "NG" is detected by the self-diagnostic function. Press the switch while 
flashing to display simple diagnostics on the LCD screen. 
 
Reference: Please refer to "10.1. ALARM switch of MCP is flashing" for more details. 

 
PAU switch 
Directly loads the setting screen of the optional PAU. 

 
EXT SEL switch 
Sets the enable/disable of an external select link. When the switch is flashing, it indicates 
that the switch is pressed and enabled, but the ENABLE pin of the EXT-1 connector is 
open. When it is illuminated, the external link is enabled. 

 
MULTI switch 
Performs multi-control when illuminated. Press the Camera Select switches when it is 
illuminated to select the slave cameras. 
ALL switch 
Simultaneously controls the items on the LCD screen for all cameras in a group. 
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Tally indicator 
Displays Tally of R, G, and Y. 

 
Group switch 
Switches between the groups 1 to 10. Use the SHIFT switch to change the groups 
between 1 to 5 and 6 to 10. 

 
Head Power indicator 
Green light is on when the power of camera head is on, and red light is on when the 
power is off. 

 
ALARM indicator 
Lights up when "NG" is detected by the self-diagnostics function. 

 
SLAVE indicator 
Lights up for a slave camera in multi-control mode. 

 
Camera No. indicator 
Displays the program number of the camera connected. 

 
Camera Select switch 
Selects a camera to be controlled. 

 
Note: The MCP-300 works in parallel to other control panels assigned to the same 

cameras. 
 

2.7. Connector Panel 

 
((1) DC IN connector 

Used to connect an external power source (+12V DC) to the MCP. Use this connector  
when the length of cable extension to the CSU is long and the power cannot be 
supplied sufficiently. 

 

1. DC IN connector 
2. LAN1 connector 
3. LAN2 connector (currently not used) 
4. CSU connector 
5. Communication switching switch 

6. SDI OUT connector (option) 
7. SDI IN/REF IN connector (option) 
8. EXT-1 connector 
9. EXT-2 connector 
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((2) LAN1 connector 
Used to connect a LAN 
Since POE is supported, the power can be supplied here using a POE+ Switch. 

 
(3) LAN2 connector (currently not used) 

Used to connect a LAN 
Since POE is not supported, the power can not be supplied here. 

 
(4) CSU connector 

Used to connect the MCP to a CSU with an MCP cable.  
 
(5) Communication switch 

Switches between CSU, ARCNET, and Ethernet connection. 
ICCP: CSU connection 
ARC : ARCNET connection 
ETHER:  Ethernet connection 

 
(6) SDI OUT connector (option) 

Outputs an HD SDI video with character information when the information monitor 
option is equipped. 

 
(7) SDI IN/REF IN connector (option) 

A connector used to input a video REF IN or HD-SDI IN when the information 
monitor option is equipped. 
It supports the input type selected at the time of order. 

 
 
(8) EXT-1 connector 

Extension connector (currently not used). 
 
(9) EXT-2 connector 

Extension connector. 
Controls the Camera Select from an external device. 
Outputs the Camera Select information to an external device. 
Reference: Please refer to "0. 5.3. External Camera Select" for more details on 

the external interface. 
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3. LCD menu 
Various functions can be performed with the MCP-300 by using the menu and touch 
panel displayed on the LCD screen. The LCD screen allows you to check the ON/OFF 
status of camera functions and set various functions with switches displayed on the 
screen and adjusting the RE knobs. 
 

3.1. Basic Configuration and Operation 
The operation of the LCD screen (menu) is started by function switches arranged on the 
left side of the LCD panel.  

 
The functions of switches displayed on the LCD screen and RE knob are labeled by color. 
The color automatically changes based on the function availability and status of the 
camera connected. 

 

Item 
Background 

color Status Remarks 

Switches Yellow 
Described 
State Active 

Typically Indicates a Non-Standard 
Setting of the Function 

 Light gray 

Described 
State 
Inactive Typically Indicates a Standard Setting 

 Dark gray No function  
RE  Yellow Operates  
 Light gray No operation  
 Dark gray No function  

 
Note: The background color of RE section is a rough indication. 

Operation may be possible using the RE knob in the light gray display 
depending on the camera head connected, BS/CCU types, and function items. 
Meanwhile, operation may not be possible using the RE knob when displayed in 
the yellow. 
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3.1.1. Function switch info 
The function names set for the Function switches are displayed. 

3.1.2. Page select 
Displays switches when there are multiple pages. 
 

3.1.3. Screen section 
Each operation screen is displayed in this section. 
 

3.1.4. Title  
The title of the screen is displayed. 
 

3.1.5. Operation selection 
Select various operations for the LCD screen with the switches to the left of the screen. 
Some items requre press and hold to avoid accidental access. 
 

3.2. INFO  
This function displays several info screens including the On/Off setting status of the 
camera functions on the LCD screen. 
 

 Camera status display
The characters are displayed in white for the ‘standard’ camera status and in red on a 
white background for ‘non-standard’ settings. If an item does not have a standard setting, 
the characters are displayed in white. " " is displayed for any function that does not 
exist in the camera. " " is also displayed when the information could not be obtained 
because the power of camera is turned off, etc. 

3. Screen section 
4. Title 
5. Operation Selection 

1. Function switch info 
2. Page select 
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3.2.1. Camera Status 
The On/Off setting status of the camera functions is displayed on the LCD screen. The 
function items and the Camera Select switch numbers are displayed in vertical and 
horizontal directions, respectively. The status of all cameras in the same group can be 
checked during network operation. 
Press the status with the number to select a camera and move to the ON/OFF Control 
screen where you can change the camera status. 
 
Note: The Camera Status display screen does not include all camera functions. Some 

items are not displayed if their switches are in the camera function operating 
section above the LCD screen. (PM IND., etc.). 
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Page 1  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
CAP OFF White Clip ON *1 
BARS OFF Knee ON *1 
CAL OFF Auto Knee ON *1 
FLARE ON Smooth Knee OFF *1 
Gamma Mode NOR *1 Super Knee OFF *1 
Step Gamma 0.45 *2 BLK/WHT Shade ON 
Black Gamma OFF *1   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 
*2: Standard setting is ON when the Gamma Mode is CSTM1 to 5. 

 
Page 2  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
DTL ON *1 Color DTL OFF *1 
Soft DTL OFF *1 Z.Track DTL OFF *1 
Skin DTL OFF *1 Z.Skin DTL OFF *1 
Slim DTL OFF *1 Hi-Light OFF *1 
Diagonal DTL OFF *1   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 

 
Page 3  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
Color SAT. OFF *1 Custom Color2 OFF *1 
Chroma ON Matrix OFF *1 
Color CORR. OFF Matrix Select 1 *1 
C.Temp 5600K OFF *1 ATW OFF *1 
VAR C.Temp OFF *1 Color Hue OFF *1 
Custom Color1 OFF *1   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 

 
Page 4  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
Super V OFF Diascope OFF 
Shutter OFF Test Pulse OFF 
Speed - Black STR/PRS OFF 

 
Page 5  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
Filter CONT - AVC OFF *1 
ND - Filter Hold OFF 
CC - Night Mode OFF *1 
EFF -   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 
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Page 6  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
Step Gain 0 *1 Focus Remote OFF 
Digital EXT OFF AWB Memory - 
Lens File - AWB CH Ach 
Zoom Remote OFF   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 

3.2.2. Diagnostics 
Displays simple diagnostics on the LCD screen. This display allows viewing simple 
diagnostics even in a system that does not include a PM connected to the BS/CCU output. 
 
The function items and the Camera Select switch numbers are displayed in vertical and 
horizontal directions, respectively. The status of all cameras in the same group can be 
checked during network operation. 
 
Note: "-" may be displayed on the screen even when the diagnostics display status is 

displayed on the PM. The reason for this is that the connected camera does not 
support the necessary command and the MCP cannot obtain the information. 
Hence, this is not malfunction. 

 
Page 1  
Item Standard setting Item Standard setting 
Head Power ON CCU Temp OK 
Head Battery OK OPT Level - 
Head Memory OK CCU to Head OK 
Head Fan OK Head to CCU OK 
Head Temp OK Cable Status OK 
CCU Battery OK Genlock Other than NG 
CCU Memory OK SDTV Aspect 4:3 *1 
CCU Fan OK   
*1: Standard setting can be changed 

 
The second page shows the Optical Level status for up to 10 camera systems in 
bar style display. 
The relationship between the status and bar color is shown below. 
 

Status Bar color 
OK Green 
ATT (Attention) Yellow 
WARN (Warning) Red 
NG Red 
Not supported Bar not displayed 

 

3.2.3. Firmware 
The version of firmware (master only in multi-mode) can be checked for the connected 
devices, as well as, the MCP-300. 
The firmware information is displayed in the following order, from left to right: MCP-
300, BS HUB, camera head, and BS/CCU. 
The version of FPGA equipped in this MCP-300 can be checked on the second page. 
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3.2.4. MCP Setting 
A list of setting details that have been set in Panel Config on the LCD screen. 
The following items can be checked. 
 

Item name Description 
Setting Operation settings of MCP 
Customize Settings of Function switches and Up/Down Select 
Control Depth Authorization of MCP control access 
STD Function Standard setting of the camera functions 

 

3.2.5. Others 
With the MCP-300 other information can be checked on the LCD screen. 
Switch the page to check which options are currently enabled. 

 

3.3. STD 
Changes the settings of the camera to the standard state from the LCD screen. 
 

 
(1) Press the switch of the item you want to run. 
(2) Select a file to load in case of Preset File Load. 
(3) Press the Execute switch when it has changed from dark gray to light gray. 
(4) Press the [Yes] switch to run when the confirmation window is displayed. 

Press the [No] switch to exit the process. 

3.3.1. Clear to Standard function 
This can reset the camera to the standard setting by sending individual Manual Clear 
commands from the MCP-300. The ON/OFF items are reset to the standard settings that 
have been set in the MCP. The analog items are reset to the values that have been set by 
the Manual Set function. If the values have not been set, the items are reset to the values 
after the last auto setup. 
Clear to Standard has two modes, Basic and Complete. 

Basic 
Basic mode resets the items for the video functions to the standard setting. 
Complete 
This mode resets the items related to the system setup, in addition to the Basic 
items, to a standard setting. 
 

Note: This function does not guarantee initial settings for all future new 
functions. Some cameras do not support the standard settings set by the 
user. In that case, they are reset to the initial standard settings. 

 
Note: It takes about 5 seconds due to the process executed by sending individual 

commands. For this reason, if the camera is operated on a parallel 
connected panel during the execution, the operation may not work 
properly. 

Memo: Standard setting can be changed for some functions. 
Reference: Please refer to "8.4.4 Customize STD Function” for changing the standard 

settings. 
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*1 Standard setting can be changed. 
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*1 Standard setting can be changed. 
 

*1 Standard setting can be changed. 
 

3.3.2. Recall Preset File function 
Recall Preset File will load a Preset File that has been saved in the backup memory in 
advance, by sending a special command from the control panel. 
Some Preset Files may contain factory data and user data depending on the specifications 
of the camera head and BS/CCU. Preset Files are individually loaded for the camera 
head and BS/CCU. 
 
Note: This function can only be used for camera heads and BS/CCUs supporting the 

command. The factory data cannot be rewritten by the user because it is data for 
the factory default setting. 
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Reference: Please refer to the instruction manual of the camera head and BS/CCU 

connected for the procedure to save the user data. 
Note: After loading a Preset File, the camera head and BS/CCU may be reset, 

requiring enable restoration. If the camera head and BS/CCU are reset, 
the camera select of the MCP may be removed or the LCD screen may 
disappear. This is not a malfunction. It is a normal reaction when the 
command is cut off. 

 

3.3.3. All Manual Set/Clear function 
Saves and loads all camera data. 
 
Reference:  Please refer to "0. 4.3 All Manual Set/Clear" for more details. 

 

3.4. USER 

3.4.1. User Screen 
The user can assign the selection switches of the Camera Control screen to the User 
screen..  

 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.8.4. User Preset" for settings. 
 

3.4.2. Auto Setup (User) 
Press the [AUTO SETUP] switch to perform auto setup (automatic adjustment) of the 
camera, and set the reference value which is the target for auto setup. 

 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.6.3. Auto Setup" for settings. 

 

3.5. FILE 
Operates the functions using a memory card from the LCD screen. 
Reference:  Please refer to "0. Procedure for Using a Memory Card" for more details. 

 

3.6. SETUP 

3.6.1. Camera Control 
This section includes items related to camera adjustment. The following items can be 
adjusted on each page. 
 

 Video 
The items for basic video adjustment of the camera are arranged. 
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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 Detail, D/C Detail 
The Detail adjustment items are arranged. 
The [D/C Detail] page works only when the MCP is connected to a camera system 
with down converter. 

 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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 Color, D/C Color 
The color adjustment items are arranged. 
The [D/C Color] page works only when the MCP is connected to camera system with 
down converter. 

 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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 System 
The system adjustment items are arranged. 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
 

 Lens 
The lens adjustment items are arranged. 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
 

 Triax 
The Triax adjustment items are arranged. 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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 Others 
Miscellaneous adjustment items with relatively low frequency in use are arranged. 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
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3.6.2. On/Off Control 
Controls the On/Off of the functions supported by the camera. 
 

The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders.  
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The gray items are adjusted by rotary encoders. 
 

3.6.3. Auto Setup 
Press the [AUTO SETUP] switch to perform auto setup (automatic adjustment) of the 
camera, and to set the reference value which is the target for auto setup. 

 
 Auto Setup 
This page allows you to perform several auto setup processes. 

 
FFull (Full Auto Setup) 

Adjusts all auto setup items and initializes the camera. Usually performed during 
maintenance and inspection. 

Level (Level Auto Setup) 
This auto setup process adjusts the video level for daily operation. 

Full Quick (Full Quick Auto Setup) 
A chart is not needed because an internal electrical signal is used. Even if a chart 
cannot be shot, you can set up the camera. It takes more time because it involves 
more adjustment items compared to Quick Auto Setup. 

Quick (Quick Auto Setup) 
A chart is not needed because an internal electrical signal is used. Even if a chart 
cannot be shot, you can set up the camera. 

Black Shade (Auto Black Shade) 
Automatically adjusts Black Shade. 

Skin Hue (Auto Hue Detect) 
Automatically acquires the hue for the SKIN DTL. 
 

Select the item with the switch and press the [START] switch. Turn on or off the [Test 
Pulse] and [Diascope] as needed. 
If the auto setup indicates "NG", the [START] switch flashes. Press the switch again to 
cancel. Also, you can abort the Auto Setup by pressing the switch when it is running. 
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Note: When the Full Quick Auto Setup is running, “REGI” may be displayed on the 
auto setup run display in the PM video. 
The Auto Hue Detect functions, Color Detail and Custom Color 1/2 are 
performed on the respective adjustment screens. 

Memo: Multi Auto Setup is run if the Auto Setup is run while the Multi switch is on 
and the slave camera is selected. 

 
 REF Setup 

This page sets the reference value which is the target for auto setup. 
  
(1) Level REF. 

Creates the reference data for the auto setup. 
(2) ABB REF. 

Creates the reference data for PEDESTAL during ABB. Reference data common to 
PEDESTAL of the auto setup. 

(3) AWB REF. 
Creates the reference data for GAIN during AWB. This is independent from the 
reference of the auto setup. 
 

Select the item with the switch and press the [START] switch. Turn on or off the 
[Diascope] as needed. 
If the reference setting indicates "NG", the [START] switch flashes. Press the switch 
again to cancel. Also, you can abort the reference setting by pressing the switch when it 
is running. 
 

3.6.4. Format 
Changes the video format of the camera. 
If the MCP is connected to a camera that does not support video format switching, you 
will hear an error sound when you press the Format switch, and you cannot move to the 
screen. 
Set each of [Basic Frequency], [Image Size], [Field Frequency], [Sampling], and 
[Sampling Bit] to switch the video format. Lastly, press the Execute switch to switch the 
video format of the camera. 
 

3.6.5. Menu 
Press and hold the Menu switch to display the main menu. 
The menu of BS/CCU is displayed and can be operated when the MCP is connected to 
the BS/CCU. The menu of camera head is displayed when connected to the camera head. 
Turn the RE knob under the Select and Next to switch between items, and press the 
Enter switch to confirm. 
Memo: In some cameras, the menu may not appear when BARS is not turned on. 
Note: The menu may appear on the main line depending on the camera head and 

BS/CCU. 
 

3.6.6. Name Entry 
Displays the screen to register names of scene files, etc. 
Edition and registration can be performed on the LCD screen. 
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Memo: The scene file name and Camera ID cannot be displayed and registered if the 
MCP is not connected to a camera that supports the function. 
If the Camera ID and scene file name are simultaneously set in multiple control 
panels, a malfunction may occur. 

 
 Basic operation of the registered screen 
(1) RE knob under Chara Select 

Enter the characters of the type you selected 
(2) RE knob under type 

Select the type of characters to enter during Chara Select operation 
abc : Lower case letters 
ABC : Upper case letters 
012 : Numerical values 
#%& : Symbols 

(3) RE knob under Cursor 
Select the input character position 

(4) INS switch 
Insert one character between characters 

(5) DEL switch 
Delete one character 

(6) CLR switch 
Delete all characters 

(7) Store switch 
Register the name in camera memory 

 
 Scene File Name 

Registers the scene file name (up to 31 characters). Since the registered name can 
be displayed on the PM, you can check the name of each file. 
The name of the scene file that is currently loaded is changed to highlight it is in 
use. 

  
Memo: If the scene file is switched from another control panel while the scene file name 

is registered, the registration screen is automatically canceled. 
 

 Camera ID 
Registers the camera head ID (up to 48 characters). Since the registered ID can be 
displayed on the PM, you can check which video belongs to which camera. 

 
 

3.7. MONI OUT 

3.7.1. Monitor Out Control 
Operates the information monitor function. 

 OFF 
Stops the output of characters from the SDI OUT. 

 
 Optical Level 

Displays the optical transmission level from the SDI OUT for up to 10 camera 
systems (in the same group). 
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3.7.2. Monitor Out Setting 
Sets the information monitor function. 
 

 is the initial settings when RAM Clear is performed. 
 

3.8. MCP SET 

3.8.1. Control Depth 
Sets the range of control access to one of the following four levels. The setting is protected 
by a password. 
 

Basic 
Switches and knobs other than those on the LCD screen. 
Standard 
Basic plus the USER screen that is customized for camera operation. 
Extended 
All basic camera operation items. (Except operations related to system setup, 
reference file creation, and advanced setting of the control panel) 
Complete 
No restriction on the operation 

 
 

 Setting Procedure for Control Depth 
(1) Press the switch you want to change to (switch is changed from dark gray to light gray) 
(2) Enter the 4-digit password. Once the password is confirmed, the control depth is set 

to the selected level. 
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The prohibited functions are marked with lock icons. If these functions are pressed, the 
buzzer will sound and the operation will not be accepted. This is the same for the 
prohibited hard switches. If they are pressed, the buzzer will sound and the operation 
will not be accepted.

Note: The factory default password is set to [0] [0] [0] [0].  

 
 How to Change the Password 
(1) Press the Change Password switch 
(2) Enter the old 4-digit password. Once the password is confirmed, you can enter a new 

password. 
(3) Re-enter the new password to confirm. When it is confirmed, the screen returns to the 

Control screen. 
(If it is not correct, the input field will be cleared)

 
Memo: If you forget the password or you urgently need to unlock the restriction on the 

operation when the person who set the password is absent, the MCP can be reset 
to the initial setting. 
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 Detailed information on the control depth 
Operation rights 1/2 

FFunction  SSwitch  BBasic  SStandard  EExtended  CComplete  

INFO 

Camera Status     

Diagnos     

Firmware     

MCP Setting     

Others     

STD 

Clear to Standard (Basic) *1     

Clear to Standard (Complete) *1     

All Manual Clear *1     

All Manual Set *1     

Preset File Load (Engineer) *1     

Preset File Load (Factory) *1     

USER 
User *1     

Auto Setup *1     

FILE 
Memory Card (Camera) *1     

Memory Card (Panel)     

SETUP 

Camera Control 
(Setup line) *1 

Video     

Detail     
D/C Detail     

Color     

D/C Color     

Camera Control 
(Mainte line) 

System     

Lens     

Triax     
Others     

ON/OFF Control *1     

Auto Setup *1     

REF Setup     

Format *1     

Menu *1     
Name Entry     

MONI OUT 
Control     

Setting     

MCP SET 

Control Depth     

Assign *1     

Panel Config     
User Preset     

Preset File     

Camera Select Setting     

SCENE FILE 
Load *1     

Store *1     

WFM / PM *1 -----     

MAN. SET / CLR 
Clear *1     

Set *1     

*1: Customization possible 
*2: Same as in the same item 
*3: No transition when ON/OFF Control is prohibited 
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Operation rights 2/2 

FFunction  LLCD screen switch  BBasic  SStandard  EExtended  CComplete  

POWER *1 
CAM PWR     
VF PWR     

AWB/ABB *1 -----     

FUNCTION SW *1 ----- *3 *3 *3 *3 

UP/DOWN SELECT -----     

IRIS Auto IRIS *1     

ALARM -----     
CALL -----     

CAMERA SELECT      

PAU -----     

EXT SEL -----     

MULTI -----     

ALL 
ON/OFF Control *1     
Auto Setup *1     

Scene File (Load only) *1     

Other Hard SW *1 -----     

*1: Customization possible 
*2: Same as in the same item 
* If there is a supported function, that function is authorized 

 

3.8.2. Assign 
The settings of the Program No., the connection destination for the camera select, and the 
ARC ID and IP address of this MCP-300 can be performed from the LCD screen. 
 

 Progaram No 
Sets the number to be displayed on the camera No. indicator. 
 

Reference: Please refer to "0. Program Number Display" for the operation of the 
Program No.  

 
 BS/CCU 

Sets the connection destination during Camera Select. While this page is displayed, the 
status of the MCP becomes "Not Selected". Therefore, the communication with the 
camera is not possible even if the Camera Select switch is pressed. 
The Select No. you have selected is displayed under the [Enter] switch. 
 

CSU No 
The switching destination setting for video and communication during ICCP 
connection. During network operation, this setting is used to switch videos by the 
CSU. 
ARC ID 
The ID setting for the BS/CCU when connected via ARCNET. 
IP Address 
The IP address setting for the BS/CCU when connected via Ethernet. 
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 MCP-300 
Performs the settings of this MCP-300. 

ARC ID 
The ID setting for this MCP-300 when connected via ARCNET. Make sure that there 
is no duplicate number in the same network. 
IP Address 
The IP address setting for this MCP-300 when connected via Ethernet. Make sure 
that there is no duplicate IP address in the same network. 
Subnet Mask 
The Subnet Mask setting for this MCP-300 when connected via Ethernet. 
Default Gateway 
The Default Gateway setting for this MCP-300 when connected via Ethernet. 
Speed / Duplex 
The communication mode setting when connected via Ethernet. The following 
settings are available: [Auto], [10Mbps Half], [10Mbps Full], [100Mbps Half], 
and [100Mbps Full]. Set the appropriate mode. 

 

3.8.3. Panel Config 
Changes the settings of MCP from the LCD screen. 
 
Reference:  Please refer to "6. Panel Configuration" for more details. 

 

3.8.4. User Preset 
The MCP-300 has a user function that can customize the operation menu of the panel. 
Up to five pages of user screen with the same format as the Camera Control screen can 
be registered. The following functions can be registered. 
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Reference: The assigned functions are shown as part of the Camera Control screen. 
Please refer to functions described in "3.6.1.Camera Control" for more 
details on the adjustment items. 

 
 

 Screen registration procedures 
(1) Press the switches you want to register from the 12 switches on the screen 
(2) The switches light up, and then the list of the selected switches is displayed at 

the bottom 
(3) Operate the RE knob under the Group Select to change the function group 
(4) Press the function switch you want to assign to set. 

 
Memo: If no function is assigned to the switch, "Empty" will be displayed. If you want 

to cancel the function assigned to the registered switch, select "Empty" under 
the "Default" group. 

3.8.5. Preset Files 
Loads the MCP data from the LCD screen. 
In this screen, the following operation can be performed. 

Factory data 
Resets the RAM status of MCP to the factory setting. 
User data 
Resets the RAM status of MCP to the status saved by the user. 
Also saves the current RAM status. 
RAM Clear 
Resets the RAM status to the initial value. 
Logo Data Clear 
Resets the logo image to the initial setting (Ikegami logo). 
Changing the logo image is optional. 

 

3.8.6. Camsel Setting 
Sets the enable/disable of the Camera Select from the LCD screen. If all switches in the same 
group are disabled, that group will not be displayed. 
 

Memo: If all switches in the group currently displayed are set to disable and the group 
is switched, the group will not be displayed from the next time. 

 
Note: While this screen is displayed, the status of Camera Select becomes "Not 

Selected". 
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4. Camera Data Control 
Save the values adjusted by the MCP (manual set). Also reset to the saved values 
(manual clear). 
 

4.1. Manual Set and Clear 
The procedures for manual set and manual clear are shown below. 
 

(1) Press the numerical values you want to apply manual set or clear on the User 
screen or Camera Control screen. 

(2) The color of the numerical values changes to red, and the Manual Set/Clear 
setting screen will be displayed. 

(3) If you want to apply additional Manual Set/Clear, press the numerical values. 
The color changes to red when selected. 

(4) After selecting the items, press and hold the [Manual Set] or [Manual Clear] 
switch to set. 

(5) Press the [Cancel] switch or all of the red numerical values again to cancel the 
setting screen. 

 
Note: If the function is off, the Manual Set/Clear may not be performed. 
 Also, when the scene file is on, the Manual Set cannot be performed. 
 

4.2.1 Offset Display 
When the [Offset] switch on the right side of the numerical value display section of the 
User screen or Camera Control screen is turned on, the display of control data shows the 
deviation from the setting value registered in Manual Set (or value automatically 
adjusted by Auto Setup). Offset numerical values are displayed in blue color. 
When this mode is on, you can check how much it is adjusted from the setting value 
registered in Manual Set in one glance. If the display is 0 , this means that the value 
is same as the registered setting. 
 

4.2.2 RE Range 
The range (per revolution) of the rotary encoder control is displayed on the LCD screen 
as standard (STD) or a reduced range indicated by a fraction. 
 

4.3 All Manual Set/Clear 
Performs manual set and manual clear for all operation items of the camera. The 
procedures are shown below. 

 
 Display the Standard screen, and select the [Set] or [Clear] switch of All Manual 

Set/Clear. Then, press the [Execute] switch
 Press the [Yes] switch to run when the confirmation window is displayed.

Note: This operation can perform the bulk manual set and manual clear even if the 
function is off. The manual set and manual clear may not be applied on some 
items depending on the specifications of the camera head and BS/CCU. 
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4.4. Iris Data Clear 
When operating the iris on the MCP, you must turn on the ENABLE switch of the 
iris/pedestal control section. If the switch is turned off, the operation of iris is restricted. 
The data of the iris can be cleared when the switch is turned off. 

 
Note: If the Iris Data Clear setting is turned on, pressing the IRIS/MASTER 

PED enable switch to change from ON  to OFF  will clear the 
relative iris data from another panel, as well as, control data of the MCP. 

 
Reference: Please refer to "6.3 . Panel Configuration Setting" for the setting to specify 

whether or not to clear 
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5. Camera Select 
The camera to be adjusted is selected using the Camera Select switch located at the 
bottom of the MCP. It is possible to extend by switching groups. 
 
Note: Please refer to "2.3. Camera Control Section 2" for the location. 
 

5.1. Program Number Display 
Displays the program number of the camera on the Camera No. indicator located just 
above the Camera Select switch. 
There are three modes for the program number display. 
 

(1) FIX mode (Fixed) 
Sets the number display of the MCP only without involving the camera. 

 
(2) CAM mode (Camera priority) 

Places the priority on the number assigned to the camera, and the number of 
MCP also changes with the number of the camera. If there is no answer from 
the camera, the number stored in MCP will be displayed. 
 

(3) MCP mode (MCP priority) 
Places the priority on the number stored in the MCP, and the number is sent to 
the camera via command. Since the information will be sent only to the group 
that is displayed, the number of the camera may be changed depending on the 
timing of the camera being switched. 
 

Note: Please refer to “8.3 Panel Configuration Setting” for mode selection. 
 

Memo: If the number is 3-digit, the first digit will be omitted to display. 
Example: Displays "03" instead of "103". 

 

5.2. Camera Select Settings 
The MCP-300 has the capability to be shared by many cameras.  Initially the Camera 
Select switches are setup sequentially, but the user can customize for any camera system 
to be assigned to any select switch by changing the assignment. 
 
Note:  Please refer to “3.8.2 Assign” for changing camera select assignment. 
 

5.3. External Camera Select 
Selects remote control of Camera Select of the MCP-300. 
The external Camera Select is controlled by input to the EXT-1 connector on the rear of 
the MCP. Connect the CAMSEL_ENABLE terminal (pin no. 15) to GND. The external 
control is enabled when the EXT SEL switch is illuminated. If the EXT SEL is flashing, 
the CAMSEL_ENABLE terminal (pin no. 15) is open. 

Note: For the MCP-300, if the external Camera Select is enabled, the Camera Select 
switches of the MCP are also enabled. 
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There are two modes for external Camera Select depending on the interface. 

Direct mode 
Supports switching between up to 10 cameras in the group currently being displayed 
and allows you to select one camera per 1 bit of external input signal. 
Combination mode 
Supports switching between up to 100 cameras. The camera can be selected by the 
combination of the bits of the external input signals. 
 

Reference: Please refer to "11.2. External Connector Pin Function" for the interface. 
 

5.4. Camera Select Output 
Outputs the Camera Select of the MCP-300 to an external device. The external Camera 
Select Output is not based on the selection of the actual camera, but based on which 
Camera Select switch is selected. 
The Camera Select Output is available regardless of the enable/disable status for the 
external Camera Select Input. 
 Please refer to "11.2. External Connector Pin Function" for the interface. 

 

5.5. PAU Control 
There is a panel assignment system for OCPs using the optional PAU (PANEL 
ASSIGNEMENT UNIT) using Ikegami command. On the MCP-300, press the PAU 
switch to load the setting screen. 
The PAU is operated from the MCP Menu screen, and displayed on the character screen 
of a PM that is connected to the PAU. 
 
Reference: Please refer to "3.6.5. Menu" and the instruction manual of the PAU for more 

details on the operation procedures. 
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AAssignment setting 
Move the cursor to the place you want to assign and confirm. The assign setting is 
performed. Competing settings cannot be set on both the OCP side and CCU side. 
If there is an existing setting, that setting is automatically canceled. If the 
assignment setting is already confirmed, the assignment will be canceled. 

 
Reset 
Resets all assignment settings. Move the cursor to "RES" and confirm. The 
settings are reset to OCP1=CCU1, OCP2=CCU2, ...OCP15=CCU15, 
OCP16=CCU16. 
 
Scene file 
Registers the assignment settings of the PAU as a scene file. The assign settings 
previously registered in the scene file can be loaded by simple operation. Press the 
number of the Scene File to save/load the scene file in the same way as the 
operation the files for the camera. 

 
Save to/load from a memory card 
Eight assignment scene files can be saved in a memory card as one file with the 
MCP. Save the file to a memory card or load it from a memory card in the same 
way as the operation for the camera. 
 

Reference: Please refer to "0. Procedure for Using a Memory Card" for more details 
on the memory card operation.  

UP & DOWN (Next knob) LEFT & RIGHT (Select knob) 

Blinking cursor 
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6. Procedure for Using a Memory Card 
The settings for various control items of the camera system and the settings for the MCP 
can be written to a memory card. 
The above data files written to the memory card can be loaded to the camera ayatem or 
the MCP. 
Since various data files of multiple cameras can be written to/loaded from one memory 
card, it is suitable for daily use. 
When using a memory card, insert the memory card into the slot, and press the [FILE] 
switch from the function switches on the left side of the LCD screen. 
Also, the version of firmware of the MCP-300 can be updated by using a memory card. 
 
Reference:  Please refer to "8. Firmware Update" for more details. 
 

 Basic operation of File screen 
(8) RE knob under Chara Select 

Enter the characters 
(9) RE knob under Type 

Select the type of characters to enter during Chara Select operation 
ABC : Upper case letters 
012 : Numerical values 
#%& : Symbols 

(10) RE knob under File Search 
Search a file with the specified file name 
A sequential search will be performed if nothing is specified. 

(11) RE knob under Cursor 
Select the input character position 

(12) INS switch 
Insert one character between characters 

(13) DEL switch 
Delete one character 

(14) File Clear 
Delete files from the SD card 

(15) Save 
Save files in the SD card 

(16) Load 
Load files from the SD card 

(17) Execute switch 
Execute Save, Load, or Delete 

 

6.1.Memory Card Type 
SD memory card, widely used for digital cameras. Use a memory card with 32MB to 
32GB capacity. 
 
Memo: MiniSD cards and microSD cards using an adapter are not guaranteed to work. 
 
Note: Use an SD memory card that has been formatted in accordance with the SD 

memory card standard. A memory card that has been formatted by a standard 
formatting software for OS such as PCs may not be conforming to the SD 
memory card standard. If such an SD memory card is used in this equipment,  
a malfunction may occur. 
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6.2. Inserting and Removing a Memory Card 
When using a memory card, lift up the left side of the slot cover and turn it clockwise. 
Slowly insert the memory card into the slot in the right direction (terminal side on the 
back and notch on the left bottom) until you hear a click sound. 
When removing the memory card from the card slot, lightly push the top of the card until 
you hear a click sound. The buzzer sounds when the removal is detected. After the card 
pushs up, slowly remove the card. Place the slot cover after use to prevent dust and other 
foreign matter from entering the slot. 

 
Note: When the access indicator at the side of memory card slot is flashing and the 

data is saved to or loaded from the memory card, make sure you do not remove 
the memory card from the slot. The internal data or card itself may be damaged. 

 
Memo: Note that, if the BUZZER is set to “OFF”, the buzzer will not sound even when 

removal is detected. 
 

6.3. File Name Creation 
Creates a file name (up to 8 characters for name and 3 characters for extension) 
The following alphanumeric characters and special characters can be entered. 
Letters:   ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Numbers:  0123456789 
Symbols:   #%&~-_’@$!()^{} 
The file name is automatically set if nothing is set in the file name. The file name is set 
according to the following rule. 

NONAME  
(" " is substituted with the program number of the camera to be connected) 
 

6.4. Data Saving 
(1) Insert an SD card into the card slot. 
(2) Press the FILE switch to display the screen. 
(3) Select the file type you want to save. 
(4) Turn the [SAVE] switch on. 
(5) Use the RE knobs to enter a file name. 
(6) Press the [Execute] switch. 
(7) The [Execute] switch lights up, and then the file data saving process is 

executed, and “Saving…” is displayed. When the process is completed, the 
buzzer sounds, and the window closes. 

Memo: If a file with the same name already exists, the warning message, “FILE 
ALREADY EXIST”, is displayed. Press [Yes] to overwrite the file data. Press 
[No] to cancel the saving process. 

 
Note: When saving important data, make sure to check the clock on the information 

screen. It will be the time stamp for the file on the SD card. 
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6.5. Data Loading 
(1) Insert an SD card into the card slot. 
(2) Press the FILE switch to display the screen. 
(3) Select the file type you want to load. 
(4) Turn the [LOAD] switch on. 
(5) Use the RE knobs to enter a file name, or use the search function. 
(6) Press the [Execute] switch. 
(7) The [Execute] switch lights up, and then the file data loading process is 

executed and “Loading…” is displayed. When the process is completed, the 
buzzer sounds, and the window closes. 

 
Memo: You can select a file using the search function. For example, enter "AB" in the 

file name and then turn the file search control. The search function starts to 
search a file with a name starting with "AB". The extension can be searched in 
the same way. 

 
Memo: Press the file data name on the LCD screen to display the file data information. 

The model name and file type of the camera can be confirmed. Also, turn the file 
search control in this state to continuously display the file data information 
inside the card. 

 
Memo: If the file data type is different, you may not be able to load the file. 

For example, if the file data saved as LENS DATA is loaded as SNAP SHOT 
data, a warning message, “DIFFERENT FILE DATA”, is displayed. 
If an error message, “NO DATA LOAD” is displayed after pressing [Yes], the 
data cannot be loaded.  
 

 

6.6. Data Deletion 
(1) Insert an SD card into the card slot. 
(2) Press the FILE switch to display the screen. 
(3) Select the file type you want to delete. 
(4) Turn the [File Clear] switch on. 
(5) Use the RE knob to enter a file name. 
(6) Press the [Execute] switch. 
(7) The [Execute] switch lights up, and then the file data deletion process is 

executed and “Clearing…” is displayed. When the process is completed, the 
buzzer sounds, and the window closes. 

 
Note: Note that the data is deleted even if the file data type is different. 
 

6.7. Firmware Update 
Updates the version of firmware for the MCP-300, the connected camera, and BS/CCU 
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6.8. Message Display 
Various messages may be displayed when saving, loading and deleting are performed 
using a memory card. The messages are shown below. 
If an [ERROR] is displayed, press [OK] to cancel the display. 
 
WARNING 

Message Description 
FILE ALREADY EXIST Displayed when the same file name already exists 

in the SD card upon saving 
DIFFERENT CAMERA CODE Displayed when the file that is created by another 

camera is attempted to be loaded 
DIFFERENT FILE DATA Displayed when the different file data is attempted 

to be loaded 
 
ERROR 

Message Description 
NO DATA LOAD Displayed when data cannot be loaded because the 

file type is different upon loading. 
FILE NOT FOUND Displayed when the specified file does not exist 

upon loading. 
FILE SYSTEM ERROR Displayed when abnormalities are detected in the 

memory card system. 
DIFFERENT TYPE DATA Displayed when the data format is different. 
DATA NOT FOUND Displayed when no legitimate data exists upon 

loading. 
FILE BROKEN Displayed when the specified file is damaged upon 

loading. 
FILE CANNOT CREATE Displayed when the data could not be created upon 

saving. 
FILE NAME ERROR Displayed when the format of the file name is not 

supported. 
SYSTEM ERROR Displayed when abnormalities are detected in the 

process. 
COMMAND TROUBLE : Abnormalities 

found in communication process 
CAMERA DATA NOT FOUND : The data 

requested is not found in the camera 
FILE CLEAR : The existing data was deleted 

due to error while overwriting 
WRITE PROTECT Displayed when the SD card is write protected for 

saving or deleting. 
CAMERA HEAD POWER OFF Displayed when the power of camera head is turned 

off. 
SCENE FILE ON Displayed when the scene file is on. 
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7. Multi-function 
With the MCP-300, you can control multiple cameras and display their information. 

7.1. Multi-mode Operation 
The operating procedures for multi-control are shown below. 
(1) Select a camera to be used as a master by a Camera Select switch 
(2) Select the MULTI switch. 
(3) Use the Camera Select switches to select cameras to be slaves 
(4) Operate in multi-mode 
(5) Turn off the MULTI switch to cancel all slave cameras 

 
Memo: The operation of the Camera Select switch while the MULTI switch is 

illuminated is based on the selection of slave cameras. 
If you want to select a master camera or set to "Not Selected", press the Camera 
Select switch after turning off the MULTI switch. 

Note: In ICCP communication, only Auto Setup can be operated in multi-mode. 
Therefore, other functions cannot be operated simultaneously even if the 
MULTI switch is illuminated. 

Note: Only cameras in the same group can be selected as slaves. 
 

7.2 Multi Auto Setup 
Auto setup can be simultaneously performed on multiple cameras from the MCP-300. 
(Multi auto setup)  
The power of each camera must be turned on before performing the multi auto setup. 
 

Reference: Please refer to "3.6.3. Auto Setup" for the procedures for auto setup. 
 
Memo: This function is active in all communication configurations. 
 

7.3. Camera Information Display 
The MCP-300 can simultaneously display the ON/OFF status, etc. of all cameras in the 
same group. 
 

Reference: Please refer to "3.2.1 Camera Status” for more details. 
 

7.4. Multi-control 
A lock icon is displayed on the switches on the screen that cannot be control by multi-
control. When the switch is pressed, a guard sound is released. If you display and 
operate those screens with no lock icons, the controlled items are sent to multiple 
cameras. 
The following screens can be operated. 
 

Standard (All Manual Clear only) 
Camera Control (Except items related to system) 
ON/OFF Control 
Auto Setup (Except REF) 
Format 
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7.5. ALL switch 
Select the ALL switch to simultaneously control all cameras in the group currently 
displayed. 
 

7.5.1. On/Off Control (ALL) 
Controls the ON/OFF of the functions supported by the camera. Some of the items that 
can be controlled by the ALL function are different compared to controlling an individual 
camera. The following functions are different: 

 
 

Diascope  
Test Pulse  
Zoom Remote  
Focus Remote  
Filter Hold  
 

 
CAP  
BARS  
CAL  

 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.6.2. On/Off Control" for more details. 

 

7.5.2. Auto Setup (ALL) 
Performs auto setup (automatic adjustment) of all cameras in the group. 
“AWB” and “ABB” are added in the items that can be run. 

 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.6.3. Auto Setup" for more details. 

 

7.5.3. Scene File (ALL) 
Loads scene files. To load a file, press the file switch you want to load. The switch for the 
number currently being loaded is displayed in yellow. Press the yellow switch to turn off 
the scene file. 

 
Note:  The scene files cannot be saved from this screen. 
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8. Panel Configuration 
The MCP-300 has many functions, including operating methods and settings which can be 
changed according to your operation form and adjustment method.  Select the MCP SET 
switch to the left of the LCD screen to call up the Panel Config screen. 

8.1 MCP Set Operating Procedure 
RE knob under Select 
Moves the arrow, and switches the setting items (if the setting value is flashing) 
Enter switch 
Selects items and confirms the set values. 
Return switch 
Returns to the previous item. 
Cancel switch 
Cancels the setting values. 

 
Note: For some items that are changed when the RE knob is turned, the setting value 

will not be changed back to the original value even if the Cancel switch is 
pressed. 

 
Note: Some settings require a panel reset before they will work. A confirmation 

window saying “Data Set? Panel Will Restart” is displayed. Press the [Yes] 
switch to confirm the setting, and the MCP automatically restarts. Press the 
[No] switch to reset the setting value to the original value. 

 

8.2 Initialization of Settings 
Resets the settings of panel configuration to the initial settings. 
The procedure is shown below. 
 
(1) Move the arrow to the [DEFAULT RESET] item, and press the [Enter] switch. 
(2) A window is displayed to confirm. 
(3) Press [Yes] to reset the settings to the User File settings. Then the MCP 

automatically restarts. 
(4) Select [No] to close the window and cancel the operation. 
 
Note: The initialization will not be performed to items related to the clock function. 
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8.3 Panel Configuration Setting 
The settings for the MCP operation can be set. 

*1 is initialized in "8.2Initialization of Settings" and "10.3Factory" 
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*1 is initialized in "8.2Initialization of Settings " and "10.3Factory" 
*3 cannot be initialized. It is automatically initialized if abnormality is detected. 
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*1 is initialized in "8.2Initialization of Settings" and "10.3Factory" 
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*2 is initialized in "10.3Factory" 
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8.3.1 ON AIR tally guard 
Sets the ON AIR tally guard to restrict switches during the ON-AIR tally. 

<<ON--AAIR tally guard function list>
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8.4 CUSTOMIZE 
The user can set the functions to be assigned to the UP/DOWN Select switches and 
Function switches. 
 

8.4.1 UP/DOWN SEL 
Sets the UP/DOWN Select switches. 
 

 

8.4.2 Function SW 
Function switches from F1 to F4 can be set. 
 

 

8.4.2.1 Direct menu jump 
Assigns DJMP to F1 to F4 and displays the LCD screen that is set by the user when the 
switch is pressed. 
 

 
(1) Display the screen you want to set on the LCD screen.  
(2) Turn on the [STORE] switch (adjacent to scene file selection), and press the 

desired Function switch to be used (assigned for DJMP)  
(3) You will hear the beep when the setting is completed. 

 
Note: Some screens cannot be set. If you try to set those screens, you will hear the 

error sound. 
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8.4.3 Customize Control Depth 
The functions included in the different control depths can be changed. 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.8.1. Control Depth" for more details. 
 

8.4.4 Customize STD Function 
The standard setting of the Camera Status displayed in Information can be changed. 
Reference:  Please refer to "3.2. INFO" for more details. 
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9 Firmware Update 
The firmware of the MCP-300 and connected devices can be updated by using an SD 
memory card at the MCP. 
 

9.1 MCP-300 Update 
 1

Press and hold the [STD] and [PM IND] switches for about 5 seconds. 

 

 
The update program of the firmware starts. 

 
 

 Procedure 2
Insert an SD memory card with the firmware (update file) into the slot. 
 

 Procedure 3
Use the UP/DOWN select switches to select the update file. 
Use the DOWN select switch to confirm the selected update file. 

 
 Procedure 4

Use the UP/DOWN select switches to specify whether or not to cancel the update. 
Use the DOWN select switch to perform the update or cancellation. 
The process goes back to Procedure 3 if canceled. 
 

 Procedure 5
If the update is performed, the data is transferred from the SD memory card to the 
internal buffer. During the transfer, the transfer status can be checked on the bar graph 
at the bottom of the LCD screen. 
 
The program is automatically rewritten when the data transfer is completed. 
Then the CHK SUM is displayed to compare with the data after programming. 
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 Procedure 6
After being rewritten, the program is compared to the CHK SUM and automatically 
determined if the program is correctly rewritten or not. 
 
If it is correctly written, "OK" is displayed and the MCP automatically restarts. 
 
Memo: A miniSD card or microSD card using an adapter are not guaranteed to work. 
 
Note: Use an SD memory card that has been formatted in accordance with the SD 

memory card standard. A memory card that has been formatted by a standard 
formatting software for an OS such as PCs may not be conforming to the SD 
memory card standard. If such SD memory card is used in this equipment, a 
malfunction may occur. 

 

9.2 Update of Connected Devices 
The firmware of connected devices can be updated from the MCP-300. The update is 
performed only on devices supporting software update by command. 
Also the setting of the menu in the target device or the setting of an internal switch may 
be required to update. 
Reference: Please refer to the instruction manual of the device to be updated. 
This section explains the operating procedure for the MCP-300 side only. 
 
(1) Insert an SD card into the slot (with the update software already saved in the card). 
(2) Press the [FILE] switch on the left side of LCD. Select the [Camera BS/CCU] switch 

from the page section. 
(3) Press the [RDF File] switch. 
(4) Turn the [Load] switch on. 
(5) Turn the file search control to select the desired file. 

 
Memo: A search for a file with RDF extension is performed by default. 
 
Memo: Press the file name on the LCD screen to display the file data information. The 

model name and STR number of the camera can be confirmed. Also, turn the file 
search control in this state to continuously display the file data information 
inside the card. 

 
(6) Press the [Execute] switch. 
(7) Press [Yes] when the confirmation window is displayed. Then the update is 

performed, and “Updating…” is displayed. Press [No] to cancel. 
(8) When the process is completed, the buzzer sounds, and the window closes. 
(9) Reset the settings of menu and internal switch. 

 
Note: Make sure to confirm that the update has been completed by checking the VF 

and PM videos of the updated device and the indicators on the front of the device, 
as well as, the display on the LCD screen. 
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10 Troubleshooting 

10.1 ALARM switch of MCP is flashing 
The BS/CCU has a self-diagnostic function to monitor the BS/CCU itself and the camera for 
abnormalities. The function is activated at the same time as the BS/CCU MAIN POWER 
switch is turned on and is always active during operation. 
If abnormalities occur in the BS/CCU or camera, they are immediately detected and cause 
the ALARM indicator (switch) on MCP to flash. Also, the self-diagnosis information 
(diagnosis) display screen is displayed on the PM, so the failure location can be identified. 
Even if the ALARM indicator (switch) is not flashing, you can check the status by pressing 
the PM IND switch on the MCP to display the self-diagnostic information screen. 
When the ALARM indicator (switch) is flashing, press the switch to display the simple 
diagnostics on the LCD screen. This provides a simple diagnostic display even in a system 
that does not have a PM connected to the BS/CCU. 
 

Note: The diagnostic may not be displayed (" " is displayed) on the MCP screen even 
when the diagnostic is displayed on the PM. The reason for this is that the 
connected BS/CCU does not support command due to a failure, and the MCP 
cannot obtain the information. This is not a malfunction of the MCP. 

 

10.2 Method to Reset the MCP 
When this panel is not operating normally or hangs up and freezes, you can reset it. 
Press and hold the [STD] switch for about 5 seconds to reset the MCP. The lights of LCD, 
LED, switches, etc. are turned off. Make sure they are turned off, and then release the switch. 
After the reset, it automatically restarts and recovers. 
It may not recover first time. Press and hold the switch again to reset. 
If it does not recover after repeating this procedure several times, turn off the device 
supplying power to the MCP, and then restart again. 
 

10.3 Factory Reset the MCP 
Resets the settings of camera select, program number, and panel configuration to the 
initial settings. 
 
Reference: Please refer to "8.2. Initialization of Settings" for initializing the panel 

configuration only. 
 Procedure 1

Load the Factory Preset File from the MCP SET menu to restore settings to the original 
factory setup. 

 
 Procedure 2

Use RAM Clear to reset the MCP to the default setup of the current software version. 
Press the RAM Clear button. Then, press the Execute button. The windows appears, and 
press the [Yes] button to reset the RAM. Then, the MCP automatically restarts. 

 
Memo: The initialization of RAM area can be performed by turning on the power of 

MCP while pressing the ENABLE switch. The clock is not initialized in this 
operation. It is automatically initialized if an abnormality in the clock is 
detected. 
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10.4 “RAM DATA BREAK” is displayed 
When the power is turned on, data check is automatically performed on the back-up 
RAM. 
If the data is damaged, the window with a message “RAM Data Break” is displayed on 
the screen. In this case, either the factory data or user data is loaded to RAM. (User data 
has higher priority) 
If both of them are damaged, the RAM data is reset to the initial values. After the setting 
is completed, press [OK]. You will see which data is loaded under “RAM Data Break”. 
 
Note: If this message is often displayed, the back-up RAM may be damaged. 
 

10.5 Trouble During Firmware Update 
If the power of MCP-300 is turned off during firmware update, perform the update 
process again for MCP-300. 
 
Reference:  Please refer to "9.1. MCP-300 Update" for the method to update MCP-300. 
 

10.6 Trouble with Network Connection 
In network operation, the connected devices may simultaneously experience a 
malfunction. This is due to network failures, and therefore, the command control cannot 
be performed normally. There are some possible causes for network failures. 
 

WWiring failure 
Check coaxial cables, coaxial connectors, F connectors, and 75  terminators. Many 
network failures are caused by these items. 
The shield part of coaxial cables (coaxial connectors) used to connect to the network 
is different from video signals (i.e. not GND but signal wire). If they are connected 
to GND by mistake, this can cause a network failure due to loss in signal level. 
 

Mistakes in network ID settings 
If there are duplicates in ARC ID for ARCNET and IP Address for Ethernet, this can 
cause a failure in a whole network, as well as, the devices with duplicates. 
For the MCP-300, ARC ID and IP Address can be displayed on the information 
screen. Make sure there are no duplicates in other devices. 
 

Device failure 
A network failure can be caused by a failure in a certain device. Each device must 
be temporarily disconnected to find the device with the failure. The MCP-300 can be 
disconnected from the network by pressing and holding the PM IND switch to 
display the update screen. Press the PM IND switch again to return to the network 
again. Similarly, the OCP-300 can be disconnected from the network by displaying 
the update screen. 
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LLimit on the Number of Connections 
Up to 8 MCP/OCPs can be connected to one BS/CCU. It does not work for 9 
MCP/OCPs or more. Each MCP is counted as one regardless of the Camera Select 
status. For example, if there is one MCP in the network, 7 OCPs can be 
simultaneously connected to the BS/CCU, and if there are two MCPs in the network, 
6 OCPs can be simultaneously connected. 
 

Note: Disconnection from the network will not disconnect the hardware completely. In 
the case of device failure in the network driver, this operation may not be enough 
to disconnect. In this case, you must disconnect the cable. 
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11 Specifications 

11.1 Ratings 
 

Power input +12V (+10V to +18V) 

Power consumption 13W (Standard) 

Max. cable length DC IN not used DC IN used 

MCP cable 10m 30m 

LAN cable 100m 100m 

Operating 
temperature 0 to +45  

Storage temperature -25  to +60  

Operating humidity 
range 30% to 90% (No condensation) 

External dimension 
(W/H/D) 204×354×79.4mm 

Mass 2.6Kg 
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11.2 External Connector Pin Function 
 CSU 

 
 A connector used to input/output signals with a 
CSU 
 
Main unit side  : PW-1624BA(09) 
Cable side : S-1624A 

 
 

 

Connector seat 

Insertion side 
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 EXT-1 

 
Extension connector. 
 
Main unit side  : D-sub 2 5-pin (female), inch socket 
Cable side  : D-sub 2 5-pin (male), inch screw 
 

 

Connector seat 

Insertion side 
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There are two modes for the external Camera Select of the MCP-300. 
One is Direct Mode that can support up to 10 cameras and the other is Combination 
Mode that can support up to 100 cameras. 
The external select is enabled when the Enable terminal (pin no. 15) is connected to 
GND. 
 
Reference: Please refer to "0. External Camera Select" for more details on the 

external camera select.elect. 
 
External camera select (direct mode) 
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External camera select (combination mode) 
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Camera select status output 
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 EXT-2 connector (not used)
Extension connector. 
 
Main unit side  : D-sub 1 5-pin (female), 
Cable side  : D-sub 1 5-pin (male), inch 
screw 

 

Connector seat 

Insertion side 
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 DC IN connector
Used to connect an external power source (+12V DC) to the MCP. Use this connector 
when the length of cable is long. 
Make sure to connect external power when an information monitor is used.  
 
 

This connector is built into the internal switch. 

NC (Usually closed) This NC will open when connector is connected.) 

NO (Usually opened) This NC will close when connector is connected.) 

 

  

 

SW 

Main unit side:  XLR-4-32 F-5 15-01 (SW) (JAE) 

Cable side:  XLR-4-11C (4 PINS Female plug) or equivalent 

COM 

Connector seat 

Insertion side 

Pin No. Name Function Direction External interface 

1 +12V RET +12V Input RET OUT  
2 NC    
3 NC    
4 +12V IN +12V Input (11V to 16V) IN  

 
NO 

COM 
E-pin of the COMMAND 
connector (+12 VIN) 

17, 18 pin of the CSU 
connector (+12 VIN) 

To Internal circuit 

Power ON/OFF control NC 
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12. Changing Information 
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